Active Sealing for Soft Polymer Microchips
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a new sealing method for soft polymer (elastomer) microchips. A robust and reversible sealing method, which allows various materials to be bonded and sealed tightly with each other even in aqueous solutions, is developed. A poly (dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) microchip system, which can actively generate bonding and sealing forces by itself, is invented. By inducing negative pressure into additional closed areas, an instant sucking disk is made. This disk is used to tighten up the conformal contact of soft polymers. Other functionalities of active sealing such as making reusable microchips, patterning cells, and performing cellular assays in a single dish have also been examined and will be discussed hereunder. This technique gives a robust and universal solution for microchip sealing issues by sealing soft polymers with diverse materials in various conditions. Active sealing will simplify numerous assays in lab-on-a-chip industry and will open a new era for cellular microchip assays.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the lab-on-a-chip industry, various kinds of materials are being used for making microchips such as polymers, glass, quartz, silicon wafer, metal substrates, and so on. In particular, soft polymers (elastomers) have many desirable properties when used in microfluidic devices [1]. However, sealing these elastomers with each other is too case sensitive and time-consuming. Moreover there are combinations of materials that no feasible bonding protocols can ever be found, and even if such bonding protocols are developed, they are in many cases not suitable for mass production.

Until recently many protocols have been developed to resolve this problem [2]. But, they still greatly depend case by case, and so, researchers are still restricted from freely choosing the materials to be used for devices. Assays also restrict researchers in choosing materials, which further complicates the problem.

2 MATERIAL AND METHODS

The active sealing scheme is illustrated in Figure 1. To test this scheme, a PDMS microchips was fabricated by soft lithography using elastomeric polymer molding, a method that allows rapid prototyping of microfluidic devices [3]. Briefly, CAD file drawing was printed onto a transparency film with a high-resolution image setter. The transparency was used in 1:1 contact photolithography with SU-8 photoresist to generate a negative master mold, consisting of patterned photoresist on a Si wafer. Positive replicas with embossed channels were fabricated by molding PDMS against the master. Channel inlets and outlets were then drilled into the PDMS using a borer (a hand-held puncher), and finally, the channels were sealed by conformal contact on a slide slip.

3 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Figure 2: (a) a 3D geometry of test chip. (b) Fabricated PDMS microchip (c) Connections for syringes and pressure sensors and its pneumatic diagram

The sealing performance of active sealing was examined by measuring the maximum pressure endurance. As in Figure 2(b), a test chip was contacted with a slide slip. The 3-dimensional structure of the test chip was designed in a labyrinthine manner to avoid the effect of elastic deflections (see Figure 2(a)). A syringe pump was connected to inlet port to gradually increase inlet pressure. A vacuum syringe was connected to the suction port to activate active sealing, and pressure sensors were connected to each port. The pneumatic diagram for this test apparatus is illustrated in Figure 2(c). We measured the maximum inlet pressure without leakage with decreasing negative suction (sealing) pressure. If sealing fails by leakage at some pressure level, the pressure on the sensors would suddenly change. We checked the pressure level at that moment.

In Figure 4, maximum pressure endurance of the test chip with respect to applied suction pressure is plotted. As seen in the figure, conformal contact alone (with zero suction pressure) cannot hold up more than 20 mmHg inlet pressure. So, we can say that microchips sealed with conformal contact alone should be used with small pressure input or with negative suction drive. But with active sealing, chips were found to endure far beyond the pressure level that conformal contact alone is incapable of upholding. With decreasing suction pressure, test chips endured more than 150 mmHg which is sufficient for laboratory microchip applications.

Successively, we replaced the slide slip for other common materials such as polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) plates, polypropylene (PP) transparency films, polycarbonate (PC) petri dishes, metal plates and quartz plates. We even used wet materials such as petri dishes containing liquid sample (Figure 5). This would not have been possible if not for active sealing, which proves that this method can be applied universally for all materials.

4 PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF ACTIVE SEALING

There were several reasons for the development of this method. First, we wanted to study the influence of surface characteristics of substrates in microchannels. We considered flow focusing with air sheath using various materials for flow cytometry applications. We assumed that if it was possible to focus liquid sample using air sheath, this would remove all the bulky part of flow cytometer related with massive sheath buffer. Focusing liquid sample with air sheath is very complicated because its stability strongly depends on the surface characteristics [4]. Figure 5 shows a successful operation of flow focusing with air sheath using PDMS microchannel and PMMA substrate. Without active sealing, it is not easy to bond PDMS and PMMA together.

Second, we wanted to thoroughly clean up clogged microchannels so that they can be reused many times thereafter. Microchannels with micro-scale geometries entail relatively more work to be made but become more easily clogged when used in experiments. So, a kind of 'peel off, clean up and re-stick' type device was needed. The soft elastomer material even tolerates small contaminations, such as dust particles between the chip and cover glass without seriously interfering with the functioning of the device [5].
Third, we wanted to seal microchips firmly on substrates which are patterned with bio materials (cells) and flooded with aqueous solutions. By doing so, it would make it easy to selectively infuse drugs or nutrients to cells already in culture. As can be seen in Figure 7, we mounted a microchip on cell-patterned petri dish and sealed it by active sealing. Then, we cultured cells in microchannels by infusing culture media only through microchannels.

![Figure 7: Simple setup of active sealing](image)

As shown in Figure 8, cells in microchannel stayed viable for several weeks but cells in other areas showed no viability. This means that this method can be widely applied for cell based microchannel applications.

![Figure 8: Culturing cells in microchannel](image)

Culturing cells in microchannels is an important topic in tissue engineering [6]. Using microchannels, continuous nutrition and oxygen supply and waste removal through the culture medium can easily be ensured [7]. And PDMS is a favorable material because of its biocompatibility and high gas permeability [8]. In conventional cell culture formats such as dishes and macroscale bioreactors, it is quite difficult to realize the delivery of a sufficient amount of those substances throughout the cultured tissue [9]. This is due to the difficulty in designing and fabricating large complex bioreactors in which the cells are fed by a spatially homogeneous distribution of the fluid flow [10].

Moreover, active sealing itself can selectively control viability over cell cultured area. By squeezing cells with active sealing pattern, we can control viability by areas with no additional drug treatment. We can see the spatial distribution of cell viability controlled by active sealing pattern in Figure 9. The microchip was soaked in culture media but it was still tightly sealed with cell cultured surface. The whole system for this experiment was very small in size as shown in Fig. 7. So, the equipments could be easily put into a CO₂ incubator.

![Figure 9: Cell lysis occurs only in squeezed areas.](image)

The ability to pattern mammalian cells in specific areas on a surface has become a very important topic of research because of its applications in tissue engineering, cell arrays, and biosensors [11]. Usually, selective cell attachment is achieved indirectly by microfabricating a template to which cells adhere preferentially [12]. The template may be made of metals [13] self-assembled monolayers [14] polymers [15] extracellular matrix proteins [16], cell adhesive peptides [17] or a combination thereof. Or cell suspensions and others can be delivered onto selected regions of a substrate by means of microfluidic channels [18]. Another alternative consists of using a stencil (i.e., a thin sheet containing holes of specified shapes and sizes) [19]. But there are limitations to these systems including long-term cell resistance and substrate choice [11]. Basically these systems are too case sensitive, and are often entangled with the drawbacks made by micro structures.

We controlled the spatial distribution of cells by selectively removing cultured cells. By adopting conventional cell culture protocols and controlling spatial viability over cell cultured areas later, we ignored all the undesirable side effects generated by modifying cell culture procedures for cell patterning. Figure 9 shows successful control of spatial distribution of cells on a petri dish. It can be seen that only the cells in squeezed areas have undergone cell lysis and cells in culture zones are still viable.

Currently, we are experimenting on multilayered microchip integrated with active sealing and serial dilution module with the aim of achieving cytotoxicity assay using only one petri dish. Through active sealing, a cell cultured domain can be divided into multiple well chambers instantly. By integrating serial dilution module [20], cytotoxic drug solutions are automatically and accurately infused into individual well chambers at serially increasing concentrations [21]. With that, the cytotoxicity can be tested with only one petri dish. Testing the cytotoxicity of a drug in a single dish means that cells with exactly the same condition are used. This in turn means a far more reliable

data will be obtained. Figure 10 shows the integrated cytotoxicity test device.

![Figure 10: Multi-layered cytotoxicity assay chip](image)

5 CONCLUSIONS

The newly developed active sealing method is a robust and universal solution to microchip sealing issues. It will also simplify numerous assays in lab-on-a-chip industry. We believe that this will give a universal method while sealing soft polymers with diverse materials in various conditions, and thus open a new era for cellular microchip assays.
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